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V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCKET NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
REGARDING TOPICAL REPORT RXE-89-003
" STEADY STATE REACTOR PHYSICS METHODOLOGY"

REF: Letter from James W. Clifford, NRC,
to William J. Cahill, Jr., TV Electric,
dated April 29, 1991

Gentlemen:

The NRC staff requested per the referenced letter, additional information to
support the review of the subject topical report. Attachment 1 provides the TV
Electric responses to the questions provided in the referenced letter.

In addition, copies of two summaries and one article are also provided for the
convenier.ce of the NRC reviewers.

1) " Isotopic Depletion of Soluble Boron in a PWR," ANS Transactions, Vol. 57,
p. 314. (Attachment 2)

2) " Simulate-3 Pin Power Reconstruction Benchmarking Against B&W Critical
Experiments," ANS Transactions, Vol. 56, p. 531. (Attachment 3)

3) "CASM0-3: New features, Benchmarking and Advanced Application," kuclear
Science and Engineering, Vol. 100, No. 3, p. 342. (Attachment 4)
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If you should have questions regarding the attached responses, please call Jimmy,

Seawright at 214-812 4375 or Mickey Killgore at 214 812-8271.
.

Sincerely,
,

William J. Cahill, Jr.

By:b. R. Woodlan
-v

Docket Licensing Manager

JDS/gj

c Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
Resident inspectors, CPSES (2)
Mr. J. W. Clifford, NRR
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ADDITIO!1AL I11 FORMATION REGARDI11G
TOPICAL REPORT RXE-89-003,

" STEADY STATE REACTOR PHYSICS METHODOLOGY"

1. Quentian

Are all safety parameters to be calculated by TU Electric
(TUE) steady-state physics methodology included in Table 2.1
of the RXE-89-003-P report? If not, how will the
reliability factors for these essential parameters be
determined? Which code will be used to calculate each
safety parameter? Indicate the code to which the
reliability factors in Table 2.1 apply. Provide
benchmarking and reliability factors for all intended
code / parameter combinations which have not already been
included in RXE-89-003-P.

EaDRQnaa

The information provided in Table 2.1 specifically addresses
the small core criticals which were analyzed with
CASMO-3/PDQ-7.

The principal reactor physics parameters important to safety
analysis and calculated with the steady state models are
summarized in Table 6.1 with the exception of control rod
worth. The minimum uncertainty to be applied to each safety
parameter is shown in the total uncertainty column of Table
6.1. The control rod worth analysis is documented in
RXE-90-005 including the standard deviation between
calculated and measured control rod bank worths. For the
determination of control rod shutdown capability, a 10%
reduction in calculated rod worth is assumed, consistert
with the control rod worth acceptance criteria.

The SIMULATE-3 core model will be used to calculate steady-
state parameters, including control rod worth, for input to
the safety analysis.

The results shown in Table 6.1 were calculated with the
CASMO-3/ SIMULATE-3 core model with the exception of the
local power uncertainty, which is based on results obtained
with CASMO-3/PDQ-7.

!
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As discussed in Section 4.6 of RXE-89-003-P, the SIMULATE-3
core model will be utiliryd to obtain best estimate power
peaking using pin power reconstruction. The SIMULATE-3 pin
power reconstruction methodology coLaines nodal diffusion
theory with pin-by-pin transport theory. SIMULATE-3
overlays assembly pin-by-pin power distributions, determined
with CASMO-3, onto the nodal diffusion theory results. This
methodology for determining power peaking has been verified
by TU Electric and approved by the HRC for use by Yankee
Atomic (SIMULATE-3 Validation and Verification, YAEC-1659-
A, September, 1986). The..c?11 cation of the local power
uncertainty to SIMULATE-3 .. conservative since the combined
transport theory-diffur, ion theory results are more accurate ,

Ithan pin-by-pin diffugjore theory results. The capability of
the SIMULATE-3 pin power reconstruction method to accurately
predict pin power distt ution for critical experiments is
summarized in "SIMUI ATE- Pin Power Reconstruction I

Denchmarking Against the D&W Critical Experiments," ANS
Transactions, Vol. 56, p 531.

2. Qqqugkgn

Discuss the applicability and completeness of the Catawba-1
and Prairie Island-1 benchmarking for the intended Comanche -

Peak Steam Electric System (CPSES) reload fuel designs and
cperating conditi ?ps. What new fuel designs will be used in
CPSES and how will differences relative to the benchmarking
data base be accounted for? '

IlEDRQnac

Catawba Unit 1, Cyc. 4 1 and 2 were selected for
benchmarking becau ' :f the following similarities to
Comanche Peak Steam .lu.0tric Station (CPSES):

4 Loop Westinghouse Plant, 3411 MWt !

Low enrichment firat core (1. 60 w/o, 2.4 w/o, 3.1
w/o)

Pyrex burnable absorber design, the same as CPSES
Unit 1, Cycle 1

Optimized fuel assembly design, the same as CPSES
Unit 2, Cycle 1

Hot full power average moderator temperature of
592.50 F, as compared to the CPSES temperature of
591.SoF

_ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . . _ _ . _ . _ . _ ._ _ _ _ .- _ _ . . . _ _ . ~ . . . _
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Prairie Island Unit 1, Cycles 6 through 10 were chosen for
benchmarking because of the reload fuel design features
which are similar to those planned for CPSES. Those design
features include:

Co-resident Westinghouse and Advanced Nuclear
Fuel, (ANF) reloads

Natural uranium axial blankets

Employment of gadolinia as a burnable absorber

Mixed core including fuel assembly designs of
various water-to-fuel ratios

In addition, differences among the three plants permit the
models to be challenged over a range of parameters.

Prairie Island is a two loop Westinghouse plant,
1650 MWt with a 14 x 14 fuel assembly lattice

Prairie Island has a hot full power average
moderator temperature of 560 0F

Catawba Unit 1 employs B C control rods while4

Prairie Island employs Ag-In-Cd control rods

The CPSES Unit 1, Cycle 1 core and Cycle 2 reload utilize
fuel of standard Westinghouse design. The Cycle 1 core
employs pyrex burnable absorbers while the Cycle 2 reload
employs Wet Annular Burnable Absorber ('WABA) rods. TU
Electric analyses of CPSES Unit 1, Cycles 1 and 2 are
performed in parallel with Westinghouse, providing a
comprehensive overcheck. In addition, the measured results
obtained to date have verified the TU Electric calculations.

The CPSES, Unit 2, Cycle 1 core will utilize Westinghouse
Optimized Fuel Assemblies (OFA) and WABA rods. The OFA
design has been addressed with the Catawba benchmarking.
The analyses of CPSES, Unit 2, Cycle 1 will also be
performed in parallel with Westinghouse.

The ANF reloads, Cyclo 3 and beyond for Units 1 and 2, are
expected to include standard fuel, natural uranium axial
blankets, and gadolinia as a burnable absorber. The
mechanical design features of the ANF fuel differ little
from the current Unit 1 fuel in the region of the active
core. Natural uranium axial blankets and gadolinia, up to 4
w/o, ha"e been included in the Prairie Island comparisons.

_ - _ _ _ - - _
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The pre]iminary design for Unit 1, Cycle 3, is an annual
cycle employing 5 w/o gadolinia. Subsequent cycles for Unit
1, and Cycles 2 and beyond for Unit 2, have not been
designed. However, in the long term, the CPSES Units may
operate on extended cycles. Under the existing contracts,
the most economically attractive burnable absorber for an
extended cycle is gadolinia. It is anticipated that
concentrations in the range of 8 w/c to 10 w/o would be
required. Employment of gadolinia concentrations in this
range will require additional work to quantify the
reliability of the TU Electric methodology. The most
appropriate route for extending the methodology has not been
decided. Approaches to be considered include demonstration
programs, benchmarking with measured data from other power
reactors, or benchmarking with fuel vendor analyses.

3. Question

How was the axial buckling for the pin cell critical
experiments determined? How is the (+0.00074) k accuracyg,
and the (+0.0047) bias used in TUE methodology? How was the
radial leakage accounted for in the CASMO-3 pin-cell
calculations?

Fannollan

The buckling values (axial and radial leakage) used for the
pin cell critical calculations described in Table 5.1 are
those determined during the measurements and reported in
Reference 18 of RXE-89-003-P.

The k accuracy and bias given in Tables 5.9 and 5.10 applyg,
to small core criticals and are not used explicitly in the
TU Electric methodology. The bias is unique to the small,
hi 4 leakage cores and is not propagated to large coroc.
Tlese calculations were performed to demonstrate the
applicability of the large power reactor methodology by
comparison to well defined benchmark experiments. This
methodology includes use of the standard 40 group CASMO-3
library for cross section data and employment of seven
energy groups for the transport solution. The PDQ-7 core
model uses two group conventional cross sections with G-
factors applied to water holes and burnable absorber rods,
and a mesh interval spacing equal to one pin pitch was used
within the cores. The results of the comparisons, when
corrected for identified modeling approximations, provide
additional verification of the accuracy of CASMO-3 in a
" production mode."

._ _____ ______ _- _ _ _ _ __ ._
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4. Question

Discuss the applicability of the small-core criticals and
associated local power peaking reliability factors to the
intended CPSES fuel designs. Do the comparisons used to
determine the local power peaking reliability factors
indicate larger differences for the high powered rods and,
if so, how is this accounted forf What was the basis for
excluding " suspect" data from the small core critical
comparisons, and what is the effect of including this data
on the local power peaking reliability factor?

Response

The small core criticals are applicable to CPSES fuel
designs and were selected to encompass important
characte.ristics of planned CPSES reloads. These
characteristics include water holes, gadolinia-bearing fuel,
pyrex burnabla absorber rods, and lattice configurations
typical of a PWR.

Comparisons used to determine local power peaking
reliability factors do not indicate larger differences if
only high power rods (relative power >1.0) are used. Using
only high power rods oduces the calculational
uncertainties. Table 1 lists the total standard deviations
for all pins excluding suspect data and the corresponding
values calculated with only the high power pins.

Suspect pin data was excluded from two small core
comparisons based on the following evaluation. The measured
power in each J n was compared to that in surrounding pins.i

If the value appeared noticeably inconsistent with its
neighbors, a comparison was made between a transport theory
corrected calculated value and the measured value. If
trancport theory results confirmed a discrepancy in the
measured result, that pin was excluded from the data set.
Only two pins were excluded.

Figure 1 shows the results for Core XI Loading 2 with the
suspect data retained. Figure 2 shows the transport
corrected result. The measured results for the pin in core
location row 8, co]umn 4 is obviously suspect.

Figure 2 also illustrates the improvement in calculated-to-
measured comparisons which are obtained with transport
theory.

I

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 2 illustrates the effect on the local power
uncertainty of including the suspect pins. Core XI Loadings
2 and 3 contain the-suspect pins. Dropping the suspect data
reduces the overall calculational standard deviation frem
1.777 to 1.731.
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Table 1
Small Core Criticals - Standard Deviation in Calculated +

Measured Relative Power Distributions
Use of All Pins Versus Use of Only High Power

(Relative Power > 1.0) Pins

Core Loading All Only High
No. Pins Power Pins

XI 2 1.8451 2.1857
3 1.6833 1.9913
4 2.3176 2.1090
5 2.1833 1.8964
6 2.0949 1.7284

! 7 1.7636 1.4063
8 2.2372 1.6702
9 1.9432 1.4126

11 1.5287 1.6468

XII 1 2.1875 2.1985

' Gd 1 1.5936 2.1688
5 1.7240 1.6667

12 1.6974 2.1322
14 2.3526 1.8367

Overall Measured + 1.959 1.880
Calculated Standard
Deviation-

|

|

|
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Table 2
Small Core Criticals - Standard Deviation in Measured and

Calculated Relative Power Distributions - Suspect Data Included

Core Loading Standard Deviation Standard Deviation Standard Deviation
No. of Meas.+ Calc. of Meas. Data of Calc. Data

XI 2 2.1312 1.2934 1.6939
3 1.9800 0.9121 1.7574
4 2.3176 0.7630 2.1884
5 2.1833 0.8811 1.9976
6 2.0949 0.6083 2.0046
7 1.7636 0.9819 1.4650
8 2.2372 1.0886 1.9545
9 1.9432* 0.9083 1.7179

11 1.5287 1.2652 0.8581

XII 1 2.1875 1.3096 1.7522

GD 1 1.5936 0.3096 1.5632
5 1.7240 0.7657 1.5447

12 1.6974 0.4897 1.6252
14 2.3526 0.5438 2.2889

Overall Calculational Uncertainty = 1.777

o Reported in RXE-89-003-P as 1.9568 with one pin inadvertently excluded.
Inclusion of the pin in the analysis has no effect on overall
calculational standard deviation of 1.731.

I
- . - _ . . - - - _ - . - . . . . . - - - - - . . . - -. . - - - - - .. .-
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FIGURE 1. SMALL CORE CRITICALS CORE XI LOADING 2
MEASURED VS CASMO-3/PDQ-7 RELATIVE POWER
DISTRIBUTION - ALL DATA USED

H2O

1

FUEL FUEL
-1.0 +2.1 %DIF

2 1.074 1.036 Measured I

-1.063 1.058 CASMO-3/PDQ-7 '

FUEL FUEL H2O
+2.3 +1.1

3 0.996 1.043
1.019 1.055

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL
+3.0 +2.5 -1.7 +1.3

4 0.970 1.005 1.083 1.059
1.000. 1.030 1.065 1.072

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL H2O
-0.2 +0.8 -2.0 -2.4

| 5 0.995 1.016 1.085 1.111
O.993 1.024 1.063 1.084'

FUEL- FUEL H2O FUEL FUEL FUEL
-0.7 -3.1 -3.0 -3.8 +0.7

6 0.996 1.065 1.099 1.076 0.985
0.989 1.032 1.066 1.035 0.992

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL
+2.1 -0.1 -1.9 -0.1 -0.7 +0.6 -0.9

7. 0.951 0.996 1.038 1.001 0.977 0.944 0.941,

1 0.971 0.995 1.019 1.000 0.970 0.950 0.933

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL
-0.4 -1.8 +2.9 +6.4 -0.3 -1.2 -0.1 42.0

8 0.954 0.973 0.932 0.897 0.945 0.942 0.922 0.893
0.950 0.956 0.960 0.954 0.942 0.931 0.921 0.911

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I MAXIMUM POWER Measured 1.111 ROW 5 COLUMN 4.......

CASMO-3/PDQ-7....... 1.084 ROW 5 COLUMN 4
% DIFFERENCE: MAXIMUM........... +6.390 ROW 8 COLUMN 4

AVERAGE ABSOLUTE.. +1.670

._ . - _ _ _ _ _ . - - . _ _ . ___ __ __ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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FIGURE 2. SMALL CORE CRITICALS CORE XI LOADING 2 MEASURED VS
TRANSPORT THEORY CORRECTED RELATIVE POWER DISTRIDUTION

H2O

1

FUEL FUEL
-0.4 +0.4 %DIF

2 1.074 1.036 Measured
1.070 1.041 TRANSPORT THEORY CORRECTED

FUEL FUEL H2O
+1.3 +2.4

3 0.996 1.043
1.008 1.068

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL
+2.2 +1.1 -0.3 -0.3

4 0.970 1.005 1.083 1.059
0.991 1.016 1.080 1.056

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL H2O
-0.9 -0.4 -0.5 -1.2

5 0.995 1.016 1.085 1.111
0.985 1.012 1.079 1.097

FUEL FUEL H2O FUEL FUEL FUEL
-1.3 -1.5 -1.7 -2.1 -0.1

6 0.996 1.065 1.099 1.076 0.985
0.983 1.050 1.080 1.053 0.984

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL
+1.6 -0.9 +0.0 -0.9 -1.1 +0.4 -0.9

7 0.951 0.996 1.038 1.001 0.977 0.944 0.941
0.966 0.987 1.039 0.992 0.966' O.948 0.933

FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL -FUEL FUEL
-0.6. -2.2 +2.5 +6.0 -0.4 -1.2 -0.1 2.2

8 0.954 0.973 0.932 0.897 0.945 0.942 0.922 0.693
0.949 0.952- 0.956 0.950 0.941 0.931 0.921 0.913

1 2 3 4 5 6- 7 8

MAXIMUM POWER Measured 1.111 ROW 5 COLUMN 4.......

calculated.......... 1.097 ROW 5 COLUMN 4
%-DIFFERENCE: MAXIMUM........... +5.975 ROW 8 COLUMN 4

AVERAGE ABSOLUTE.. +1.217.
1

I

.
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5. Qusati2D

Were the procedures and code options used in the
benchmarking analyses the same as will be used in the CPSES
licensing analyses? If not, discuss the differences and
expected impact on the reliability factors.

Response

The procedures and code options used in the benchmarking
analyses were selected to be the same as will be used in the
CPSES licensing analysis, llowever, detail modeling
improvements are anticipated as additional CPSES operating
data becomes available. These modeling improvements are
expected to reduce the differences between calculated and
measured results and consequently confirm the conservatism
in the reported uncertainties.

6. Question

Provide the details of the isothermal temperature
coefficient (ITC) measurements discussed in Chapter 5. What
fraction of the measured ITCs is due to the Doppler
coefficient? Since these measurements are being used to
infer the moderator coefficient calculational uncertainty,
discuss the applicability of these beginning-of-life, hot-
zero-power results to typical operating conditions.

EMPJ2DDR

The isothermal coefficients presented in Chapter 5 were
determined as a part of the startup physics testing for the
respective cores and cycles. The measurements were made by
alternately cooling and heating the primary system. The
change in primary coolant temperature was measured with
standard plant instrumentation and the change in reactivity
was inferred with the reactivity computer.

Specific values of the Doppler temperature coefficient ac
hot zero power have been calculated for Prairie Island Unit
1, Cycle 7 and CPSES Unit 1, Cycle 1. The results are -1.8
pcm/ F and -1. 9 pcm/ F, respectively, indicating only a
small sensitivity to the core designs. Adding the CPSES
Unit 1, Cycle 1 startup test results to the isothermal
coefficient data presented in Table 6,6 of RXE-89-003-P, the
inferred moderator temperature coefficients are shown below.

.

..
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pcm/ *F
Plant Cynla lam R.99 Moi.

PIl 6 -3.6 -1.8 -1.8
7 -1.9 -1.8 -0.1
8 -3.6 -1.8 -1.8
9 +1.3 -1.8 +3.1

10 -3.1 -1.8 -1.3

Catawba 1 1 -1.7 -1.9 +0.2
2 +1.7 -1.9 +3.6

CPSES 1 1 -1.0 -1.9 +0.9

The moderator temperature coefficient varies smoothly with
temperature and boron concentration, and responds modestly
to core exposure. The Doppler coefficient varies smoothly
with fuel temperature and core exposure (plutonium buildup) .

Measurements at beginning of life, hot-zero power serve to
confirm the integrated ability of the model (including the
effects-of isotopics, boron concentration, cross sections
and flux importance weighting) to predict the coefficient.
Because of the smoothly varying functionality of the
moderator coefficient and the fidelity of the basic
microscopic cross section data, the uncertainty based on
beginning-of-cycle, hot-zero power comparisons can be
extended over the range of typical operating conditions.

7. Question

In order to reduce the calculation reliability factors for
the boron endpoint, boron letdown, isothermal temperature
coefficient and local pin powers, the measurement error has
been subtracted from the observed calculation-to-measurement
standard deviation. The calculation of the 95/95
reliability factor in.this case required the 95 percent

L confidence limit on the measurement error, which is
I determined by the number of samples used to determine the

. measurement error. If the measurement error is to be
subtracted, provide the statistical basis.for the

; measurement error, including the number of samples used in
; the determination.

L
Response

|

The measurement error used in the local pin power
uncertainty calculations comes from the data reported in
References 20 through 22 of RXE-89-003-P. The difference

i
i
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distributions for the relative pin powers include both
calculational and measurement uncertainty. An overall
variance was computed usi,ng the square root of the sum of
the squares of the differences. The measurement variance is
computed as the sum of squares of the measured standard
deviations. Each measured pin has a specific measuretaent
error provided. These measurement errors are always less
than the calculational uncertainty. The calculational
variance is then the difference between the variance of the
difference distribution and the measurement variance. The
95/95 one-sided upper tolerance limit factor is applied
after the difference is computed.

The errors ascociated with the boron end point and the boron
letdown measurements are not readily available. The
difference distributions used in the uncertainty
calculations contain both measured and calculational error.
The estimate of the measurement error for the boron end
point was chosen to account for the minimum measurement
error which might be expected. The error applied in the
boron letdown analysis is the error associated with using a
single line to represent scattered data and is discussed
further in the response to question 8. The impact of these
choices can be seen by assuming no measurement error:

With Meas. Without Meas.
Error Error

Boron End Point -75.6 ppm -82.2 ppm

Boron Letdown 0-1500 MWD /MT -63.0 ppm -67.7 ppm
>l500 MWD /MT -37.8 ppm -42.6 ppm
EOC -17.5 ppm -27.8 ppm

The reliability factor data assuming no measurement error
are obtained from Tables 6.2 through 6.5 using the rms
standard deviation rather than the standard usviation of the
calculated values. The boron letdown reliability factor has
been evaluated for design purposes but is not required for
the safety analysis.

The isothermal temperature coefficient reliability factor
presented in Table 6.6 of RXE-89-003-P has been recalculated
assuming no measurement error. Consistent with the control
rod worth analysis presented in RXE-90-005, data for Prairie
Island Unit 1, Cycle 8 have been excluded and data for
Comanche Peak Unit 1, Cycle 1 have been added. The results
are given in Table 3.

- - - - - - -
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Table 3
Reliability Factor Analysis - Isothermal Temperature Coefficient

pcm/oF pcm/oF
Plant Cycle Calculated Measured Difference

PI 1 6 -2 45 -3.60 1.15

7 -1.85 -1.90 0.05

9 2.45 1.30 1.15

10 -2.25 -3.10 0.85

CATAWBA 1 -2.75 -1.70 -1.05

2 1.85 1.70 0.15

CPSES 1 1 -0.70 -1.00 0.30

+0.371average

rms standard deviation +0.776

standard deviation of Measured +0.000

standard deviation of Calculated +0.776

Reliability factor +2.639

Bias +0.371
Total uncertainty +3.010

t

|

|

|

r
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8. Question

Why has the boron measurement error been removed from the
observed calculation-to-measurement standard deviation for
the boron letdown comparisons, when in fact the measured
boron data has been " smoothed" to eliminate the measurement
error.

Egyponse

The smoothing of the data certainly reduces the measurement
This is apparent by an examination of theerror.

differences before and after the smoothing process.
However, what remains is the error in drawing the line; that

how well the line represents the measurement. If vnly
| 1s,

one line were possible, the error would be zero. However,'

the least squares piecewise fits provide the "best" line in
the least squares sense. The curve fitting error obtained
from the least squares analysis used for the boron letdown
then provides a measure of how well the line is drawn and is
therefore included in the analysis.

It should also be noted that the boron letdown uncertainty
is used to gain insight into modeling accuracy. This

uncertainty is not used in any safety analyses.

9. Ouestion

Determining the Doppler temperature coefficient (DTC)
reliability factor by comparing TUE predictions with other
calculations does not include the as-built and operational
DTC error components and, therefore, does not provide a true
estimate of the DTC calculational uncertainty. Provide
additional justification for the DTC reliability factor.

Response

Comparisons of Doppler temperature coefficients calculated
with CASMO-3 to measurements performed by Hellstrand are
presented in a technical paper, "CASMO-3: New Features,

Denchmarking, and Advanced Application," Nuclear Science and
, Engineering, Vol. 100, No. 3, P. 342, November, 1988. These
| measurements were for UO, fuel rods with various radii and

encompassed a temperatur'e range of 80"F to 1400"F. Table 4
shows the results of the uncertainty analysis. The

L
reliability factor of 9 percent further substantiates the
conservatism in the fuel temperature coefficient uncertainty|

of 10 percent specified in Table 6.1 of RXE-89-003-P.

,

|
- - - - _,
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Table 4

Reliability Factor Analysis - Doppler Coefficient
CASMO-3 Comparison with Measurement

Cases from b/ YFuel Temp
Reference 1 CASMO-3 Measured % Difference

CASE-1 8.249E-03 8.2E-03 5.976E-01

CASE-2 7.866E-03 7.6E-03 3.500E+00

CASE-3 6.853E-03 7.0E-03 -2.100E+00

CASE-4 6.687E-03 6.7E-03 -1.940E-01

CASE-5 6.342E-03 6.4E-03 -9.062E-01

+0.179average

rms standard deviation +2.104

standard deviation of Measured +0.000

standard deviation of Calculated +2.104

Reliability factor +8.85

Bias +0.18
Total uncertainty +9.02

|

_ _ . _- .__ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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10. Question

Why is the H calculated end-of-cycle critical boron concentration
outside the 95/95 tolerance limit for both the TUE PDQ-7 and SIMULATE-
3 calculations?

Response

The most recent estimate provided by H for the end-of-cycle 1 exposure
is 12,600 1 300 MWD /MT, corresponding to a boron concentration of 10
ppm. H included the as-built assembly masses and enrichments in that
estimate. The TU Electric analysis presented in RXE-89-003-P, based on
nominal design enrichments and masses, results in a projected end-of-
cycle of 12,100 1 300 MND/MT (the TU Electric EOC uncertainty of 21 ppm
corresponds to an exposure uncertainty of 300 MWD /MT). Sensitivity
studies performed by TU Electric show that including as-built fuel data
increases the critical boron concentration near end-of-cycle by at
least 10 ppm. Including this effect in the analysis would result in a
projected cycle length of 12,250 1 300 MWD /MT with SIMULATE-3 and
slightly longer with PDQ-7. With the projected cycle lengths adjusted
to the same bases, there is nearly full overlap on the uncertainties
between the Westinghouse calculations and the TU Electric calculations.

11. Question

Both PDQ-7 and SIMULATE-3 analyses of the Catawba-1 boron letdown
show an underprediction of the boron concentration throughoutcurves

most of Cycle 1. SIMULATE-3 also underpredicts the letdown curves for
Prairie Island Cycles 5-10. Is this underprediction expected in the
Comanche Peak-1 calculations? What is the measured vs. calculation
experience thus far in Cycle 17

B9sponse

The differences between the calculated and measured boron
|

| letdown curves were extensively reviewed for both Catawba
l Unit 1 and Prairie Island Unit 1. The following

observations have been made:

The cycle exposure corresponding to a Hot Full Powera.
critical boron concentration of 10 ppm can be
consistently predicted with SIMULATE-3.

l

. - . - ._- _. .. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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b. Fuel cycles which contain mostly fresh fuel at the start
of the cycle, typically Cycle 1, will show an
underprediction of boron during most of the cycle when
using CASMO-3/ SIMULATE-3 or CASMO-3/PDQ-7.

The underprediction in boron concentration is much lessc.

pronounced in reload cycles,

d. The apparent underprediction in Prairie Inland is
amplified by the burnout of B-10 in the soluble boron.
This phenomenon has been confirmed for several PWRs
including subsequent cycles in Prairie Island. The
magnitude of the effect is projected to be between 20
ppm and 40 ppm.

Based on the above, an underprediction was expected for
CPSES Unit 1, Cycle 1. The calculated and measured boron
letdown curve for CPSES Unit 1, Cycle 1 is presented in
Figure 3.

12. Question

Collapsing the full core measured power distribution to an
eighth-core or quarter-core representation reduces the
calculations-to-measurement differences and inferred
calculational uncertainty. What is the increase in the
calculational uncertainty when a full-core representation is
used?

RLeppns.A

The full core measurements reflect any core design
asymmetrics as well as the effects of as-built properties,
measurement uncertainties, temperature variationn, and
variations in burnup propagated from cycle to cycle. The
collapse to eighth-core or quarter-core was employed to
provide the most consistent comparison with the analytical
model.

The calculational uncertainties associated with a full-core
calculated to measured power distribution comparison are
similar to the differences between the full-core calculated

_
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FIGURE 3. COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION UNIT 1,
CYCLE 1, BORON LETDOWN
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and measured relative reaction rates. The differences
between calculated and measured assembly relative powers are
inferred from the differences between calculated and
measured relative reaction rates.

The following comparisons are made for Catawba Unit 1, Cycle
1, using data presented in RXE-89-003-P. Similar
comparisons can be made for Catawba Unit 1, Cycle 2.

Full-Core Quarter-Core Eighth-Core
ligapurgd PDO-7 Li_m_qlate-3_

Fig. 5.9 5.15 5.24
Ave. 5.2% 2.9% 4.2
Max. +15.0% -6.4% -8.7%

Fig. 5.9 5.16 5.25
Ave. 1.4% 0.6% 1.7%
Max. +7.0% +2.1% +4.9%

Fig. 5.10 5.17 5.26
Ave. 1.3% 0.9% 1.2%
Max. +6.8% -2.9% +3.6%

Fig. 5.11 5.18 5.27
Ave. 1.6% 1.0% 1.4%
Max. +7.1% -2,1% +2.9%

The relative power distribution comparisons are presented to
illustrate model acceptability. No reliability factors have
been computed for application in the safety analysis.

13. Questi9n

How do radial and axial reflector parameters differ in the
Catawba-1, Prairie Island-1, and Comanche Peak-1
calculations? How will reflector parameters vary from cycle
to cycle?

Egspon_qs

The radial and axial reflector cross sections are calculated
with CASMO-3 using the reflector option. The reflector
option allows the thickness and composition of the reflector
regions to be specified based on the actual reactor
dimensions and characteristics. Cross sections for the fuel
region are generated using the same micro and macro group
calculations performed in assembly calculations. The fuel
is used to obtain a flux spectrum in the reflector region.
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Explicit axial and radial reflector descriptions were used
in the CASMO-3 models to generate reflector cross sections
for Catawba-1, Prairie Island-l and Comanche Peak Unit 1.
SIMULATE-3 requires the reflector cross sections and
discontinuity factors to be modelled as a node external to
the active fuel region. For the PDQ-7 model, the baffle
cross sections are edited for a two pin pitch width
containing a small amount of reflector water homogenized
with the steel baffle. The PDQ-7 model includes a water
reflector region adjacent to the baffle.

In the radial reflector, the one dimensional multi-region
transport model includes a fuel region, a stainless steel
baffle and a water reflector region. For Prairie Island
Unit 1, the baffle is 1.125 inches thick and for Catawba
Unit 1 and Comanche Peak Unit 1 the baffle thickness is
0.875 inches. All three radial reflector transport models
used a 6 inch water region adjacent to the baffle.

For the top and bottom reflectors, a model similar to the
radial reflector model is employed. The one dimensional
axial model was developed by radially homogenizing the
zircaloy core components, stainless steel structure, and
water above and below the fuel region, respectively. For
each reactor, the axial reflector regions were modelled
consistent with the design of the core components as well as
the fuel parameters.

Sensitivity studies have been performed to investigate the
effect of various roactor parameters on the reflector cross
sections and the SIMULATE-3 results. Reflector cross
sections were calculated for various fuel and moderator
temperatures, fresh and burned fuel, and different fuel
enrichments. These studies indicate only a small
sensitivity in power shape and core reactivity for the range
of parameters considered.

There are no adjustable parameters such as albedos or
thermal leakage correction factors used in the models. The
reflector cross sections for Comanche Peak are not
anticipated to vary from cycle to cycle.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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"

6 genesated by the ADC (Ref. 2). The correlation coctficient absorptions mtegrated in the w hole core and surroundmg irra-, ji was 0.9997. diation solumes, as gisen by[ }
4 i ' The computed reactivity was displayed on a homemade

~

readout panel. An IBM suppled subroutme in 1 OGGER was ![ r(till(t) Af = -c(t)ll(r)G,(t) - c(t)B(t) Afdo[84),y
f used to output the mdmdual digits of the reactivity salue dt

( [!
(algebraic sign, leadirg digit, decimal point, and three frac-
tional digits). g))

,ta:m j obtainmg
! Hl.hUl 'l h Af 8+

l! r(t) = st0)exp - Ai
( o,, * t ) dt (4)

aJ
,

'}L
l'igure 1 illustrates the measured reactor power anJ caleu- r o

lated reactivity for a 70c step change m reactntty. These data where Af,is the total mass of water in the active core volume
j ', were taken at 1 s time intersals. It is seen that the reactivity, and (o[H4) is the aserage ' 11 absorption probabihty in the

iniually at zero, rises rapidly to a predetermined salue (deter, active core per urut time. The ratio of core to primary water1;; mmed h the reactatty change induced m the system) and then mau, Af,/Af,, -6% in the C. N. Almaraz PV/R, is essentialy returns to zero as the tractor is reestablahed in a critNal sit- to asoid a scry quick *B depletion in the soluble boron,
. uauon by insertion of another control rod- smee the absorpuon probabihty is higher than in lumped burn-

'

able ahorbers with spatial self shieldmg by flux depression.
t SUMM ARY The calculation el the *B absorption probr.bility per urutI

',
p time has been introduced in our CODAYA 87 codc'd of
O. The method of Tuttle' has been adapted to produce a detailed (pm by-pm) two-group diffusion calculation of PWR
%. reliable, on hne calculation of reactivity from a time-depen- X Y average core planes, using the following cell by cell accu.
j! dent reactor power signal. Rapid reactivity changes can be mutation of *B absorptione

measured. Reactivity changes associated with reactor pulses
will be discussed in a subsequent paper, y ,Wp, y " absw

"f . '
a w

( o,"N ) = " (5)
'

'

j , l. R. J. TUTTLE,"Ehmination of the Effect of a Constant E V, N,"5
Neutron Source in Reaetmty Measurement," NAA SR. u

y MEMO 12290 REY, Atomics Internanonal, Canoga Park,;
n terms of the cell volumes *B number densities, and

Cahfornia (1967). microscopic group crou sections and fluxes per cell i and
2. ALLA J. M. BAKIR, " Development of a Personal Com- group g. The sum in the numerator extends over all active core,

J: puter Based Reactivity Meter for a Research Reactor " MS and reflector cells, while that in the denominator is restricted

]' Thesis, Oregon State University (1988). to the acuve core volume, including all fuel and uater cells,

h- /l N 5 9/lth MTWe O l 6~/ For cycle 4 f the C N. Almaraz PWR, desigt.ed for a
3 length very close to 1 yr at rated power, with a low leakage7

loadmg pattern using a moderate number of lumped burnable
chh 9, Isotopic Depletion of Soluble Boron in a absorber wet tubes, the calculated core aserage WB absorp.,

'

i !

M;'
PWR, Josi Af. Aragon/s (DFN/Al-Spain), Carol tion probabihty is -3.5 to 4.0/yr from beginning to end of
Ahnert (CIEAfA T-Spain), Antonio Crespo cycle This results, within the continuous boron dilution model

h, '' (DENIAf-Spain), Jost R. Ledn (C, N. Almara:- and the above mentioned data, m an almoe Wear reduction
t , of the B isotopic abundance in the prim system along
h Spainl the cycle that reaches -80re of the initial ubundance after
F 1 yr of effective length at full power.i The purpose of the work reported in this paper is to deter. The imerse of the *B remaining fraction is the correction
{ mine the isotopic depletion of the soluble boron in the primary factor to be applied to the calculated critical boron concen-
g of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) along cycle operation tration letdown curve along cycle burnup, with a constant
.y under the hmiting condition of continuous boron dilution (natural) "B isotopic abundance. I igure 1 includes the uncor.q 4 without fresh boron feedmg, which maximizes the boion iso'

rected (solid hne) and corrected (broken lme) critical boron let-
p= ; topie depletion effect, Presented here are the results for cycle down curses calculated by the COBAYA 87 code for cycle 4

4 of the C. N. Almaraz-Il PWR, which has been operated4

e y close to these continuous dilution conditions at rated power

h =y /14 throughout most of the cycle,
in the continuous boron dilution model, the boron con. 3m^]i centration letdown curve B(t), i.e., in parts per million of |

,

4

.
'l' total boron weight along time, is achieved by adjusting the ccp i

E h mass flow feed of clean water G (t), equal to the man flow 7J00f C08Rm
*

4 fMj bleed of borated water from the primary with a constant total i ! 9 yg m g,

j g water mass in entory Af . The balance equation for the total 800v N
~i " * *yk qg boron mass in the primary is given by y j 'N

e f P d 8 6005 4
'

g B(t)Af = -B(t)G (t) (1) Ni p f
i

9 .

o 40 0
' : a

8 4s

i j llence, the integrated feed man of clean water required to ;-
s

,[ j reduce the boron concentranon from B(0) to B(t) is gisen by gF
4

d; u 20 0 i" B(0) |a

r p Af (t) = G (t)dt = Af in (2) Njf ff

d k: i i t0 12 144
| - 4 To determine the isotopic abundance in "B of the soluble

E WP (Wf)boron in the primary, c(t) in weight, the balance equation fo;
j the total "B man in the pnmary should include the neutron Fig.1. Doron letdown m cycle 4 of Almaraz-l!.

|
i '

i
I

|
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _
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of C. N, Almarat Umt II, together with a selection 01 inea- boron concentrations for tha ewle, exp!aimng scry well(br
sureJ salues (c.) alonr actual operation up to the preseni tend dif ferences f ound with the expected dedgn leidow n curse,
of May 19m in,.luded aho are the tucasured salues durmg u hich incrcased up to + w ppm at noddle of c>de when this
the rumps back to rated power in the only two trips that work was done;

occurved m this cule. The first trip was rarly m the cute when
the "Il depletion was sull low, so that the citect ot the 1. J. M. AR AGONI h, C. AllNER T, "T he Generahted Syn-
i*oected borated water was small. In the second, near the end thetie Dif fusion Method. Implementations in the $1 AN AP
of cule, the boron concentration w as meirased b) -40'~e, and Code $ntem and Validation for PW R Core Analysis,"
so the "It isotopic abundance inercased trom b5 to bv's of Remra dc la .%uedad %cleur Evudola, 60,17, intl. Issue
the natural one, wluch resulted m a decrease of ~ 12 ppm (4'e (gee, gyc3,
of MIO ppm) m the measured cruical boron back to nonunal
condillon% Conttfinirig our inodel predlCtlont 2. A. CRI bbO, C. Ak$N! Nl, ). M. AR AGONES, "Pm~

in conclusion, the hmitmg continuous boron dilation Power and llurnup Calculations by the $6 NAP PWR
model with the "'11 depletion calculations based on our Core Anahsis Sutem," accepted for AN5 Reactor Phyues
C()ll AY A code is m quite good aineernent with the measured Coni., Jaskson llole, W)oming ($ep.1%8)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _______ . - _
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The results of thn analysa demonstrated the aserage 5. D. Verpt.ANCK, K. S. SMllit, "MMUI.All33 Manual,"
cigernalue f or all crincals predicted bs CASMO4G to be Studsuk of America (to be pubbshedh
u.9954 t 0 0088, No sigmficant trends wuh fuel ennchment, g g ,, p p ,, g,
soluble boron concentration, buckhng, or water to-me:al g
ratio were nited. The isotopic benchmarks demonstrated
C ASMOJG to predict isotopie concentrations to measured 7 A. S. DiGIOVINE et al., "C ASMO-3G Vahdauon,"

data withm the measurement uncertamt). The measurements YAl C 1ML Yankee Atomic Eleetne Company (Jan.
meluded data up to pm exposures to Shou MW / tonne U. No 1988).
sigmficant trend m the resuhs with exposure s as noted. The A DW'E R R WW I W ''MMM
gamma transport benchmarkmg demonstrated the code agam "'" ",,er Remnstruction and t.ompanson to 1 ine Medto be within il e uncertamty ot the measured data m prediet-

' Aud Soc R W O W'

ing gamma detector response.
9. A. S. IhGIOVINE et ut, "SIMULAT!53 Pm Power

SIMU LA'lla Reconstruction Apphed to Seabrook Station " Trans Am
#"# " N'? " 4

esplicit energy groups and requirmg no normahzationt The /) M 7f 'tW fl? T 'N b , Mf b bSIMUL. ATE 0 is an adsanced nodal code uung two i

code can be used for a broad range of global core model
physics beensmg calculations m either two or three dimenuont 3. SIMULATE-3 Pin Power Reconstruction:

To sahdate the code, agam, a series of benchmarks was Benchmarking Against the B&W Critical Exper-
conductd ta test the calculational capabihty of the code. This iments, Kord S. Smith $fudsvik USA)
included a senes of estabbshed numencal core model bench-
marks and companson to operational data for both PWR and INTRODUCllON
Inw R designs.

T he calculations meluded assembly telatne power compar- Efforts to benchmark the accuracy of the SIMUL Allb3
isons, entical boron letdown comparisons, detector aval trace nodal code' * with pm power reconstruetmn fall mto three
comparnons, and compansons to low-power phyues test data. distmet categones. Initial actiuties concentrated on bench-

The results demonstrate SIMULATL-3 predicts radial marking SIMULATL 3, uung only single assembl3 CASMO-3
assembly power sersus measured data to <Fo, on aserage. data, against CASMO-3 color. set (four a.semblH calcula-
Thn is wahm the measurement uncertainty. On start-up tions. This permitted determmation of pin power accuracy
phyucs parameters, entical boron is wuhm 15 ppm, control relative to pm-bppm multigroup transpo t cateulations. These
rod worths are w1thm 3r , and temperature coefficients are tests demonstrated" that accurate pin powers can be recon-

o

<l pem/*F. Aual distribuuons are withm tre of measured structed-even for color sets compnsed of anembbes with

data from mosable detector traces. large dif ferences m ennehment, burnable absorber loadings.
Yankee Atomic is currently evaluating the pm power and/or exposures. SIMUL. ATE.3 pin power distribunons have

reconstruction capabilities of SIMUL. ATE-3 using the same root.mean-square differences <l Or , relatise to CASMO-3,o

phdosophy discussed abose. Results" to date u'dicate the for both first and second-eycle 6huffled) depletion color sets.

accuracy of this approach to be on the order of our current in a second category of tests, quarter-core PDQ and
SIMULATE.) nodal calculations were compared for severalmethod.
e>cles of simulated reactor operation. These tests" demon-

CONCI U510N TUTURE % ORK strated that SIMULATE-3 is capable of accurately predicting

The genenc CASMO 3G/ SIMULATE-3 benchmarking pin power distributions throughout the core durmg depletion,

and serification program t Y AEC has demonstrated the and degradation of accuracy has not been observed following

appheabihty of the codes to perform phynes analyses for both core shutfhngs-where one might esped the pm power recon-

licensms and steady 4 tate operanon. In addition, an expenence struction methods to be least accurate.
base has been developed in house for using and understand- Compansons with sescral consecuuve cycies of measured

ing the codes and their results, I uture compansons will be plant data" hase demonstrated that SIMULATE 3 is capa-

made on specific Y AEC plants. ble of predictmg instrument thimble reaction rates with
The results also demonstrate that the codes perform to the - 1. ors accuracy. Such tests are sery important, but they pro-

same degree of accuracy or better when compared to our cur- ude only hmited evidence of pm power accuracy, because

rent hcensmg method. The results usmg our current beenung reaction rates are measured in the guide tubes at the center of

method, howeser, reflect apphcation of knosn biases ba-d each auembiv and actual pin powers are not measured.

on observation to measured data. The CASMO 3G/SIM L Pin-by-pm power distributions base, however, been mea-

LATE-3 results hase no bias upphed to them as they appear sured in several critical assembhes,"^" and comparisons with
such measurements permit direct evaluation of uncertamtiesunneceuary,
m predicted pin power dntributions. In this paper, results of

1. R. L CACCI APOUTI, E. E. PILAT,"Phynes Method- SIMULATE-3 pm power reconstrucuan are presented for the

Venficanon at Yankee," 7'rans. Am %cl Soc,,33, M19 11abcock & Wileot (ll&W) senes of urania/gadolmia cores."

(19790
2. R. J. CACCIAPOUTl et al., "Benehmarking Latttee

Phynes Data and Methods tot iloiling Water Reactor in the B&W expenments," entical cores were rebtively

Analym," Proc. Thermal Reactor Benchmark Calcula- large (fise assembhes in diameter), and a large number of

imns, Techmques. Resula, and Apphcations, May 1982, mieresting furl anembly designs were used. The anembhes
included low (2A6%) and high (4 02%) ennehments, smallNP-2855, Electne Power Research Insutute.
(15 x 15 B&W) and large 116 x 16 Combustion Engmeenng

3. A. S. DiGIO\,lNE, ,'PURPAh-. Program to Upgrade (C E)] water holes, and heavy gadolinia loadings (16 Gd
Reactor Phyues Analysis Services," Y AEC.1616, i ankee pin /assemblyi 1.ach pin in the central anembly was gamma
Atomic ! lectne (.ompany (Oct.1987). scanned following irradianon, and three separate irradiations

4. M. EDENIU$ et al., "CASMO 30, A I uel Auembly were performed for each configuration. Consequently, staus-

Burnup Program," Studnik/NFA46'7, Studsuk E nergne- tical uncertamtics' of the power distributions were qmte
small ( ~ 0.5 %) .nik (Nov.19h

<

w
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CASMO-3/ SIMULATE 3 MODElS modeled was quite small. and all such pms were located on the

core periphery. Furthermore, calculations demonstrated that
Three-dimensional SIMULATE-3 models of the B&W the central assembly power distributions were insensitive to

cores were constructed using a 2 x 2 mesh wr-assembly nodal modelmg compromises,i
model, which necessitated small compromises to the as-built Assembly-homogenized cross sections. discontinuity fac-
core geometries. The number of pins that were incorrectly tors,2d and pin power form functions required by SIMU.4

TABLE I
' -

Summary of Errors in SIMULATE-3 Pin Power Distribution..
for the Babcock & Wilcox Uransa!Gadolinia Cores

Core No. 1 $ 12 14 18 20

Fuel 2.46% 2.46% 4.02% 4.02% 4.02% 4.02%
Assembly 15:15 15x15 15x15 15x15 16 16 16x16
Design 0 cd 12 Gd 0 Gd 12 cd 0 cd 16 cd

l'
'

RMS Difference
(SIMULATE 3 0.6% 1.5% 0.9% 1.2% 0.8% 1,2%
minus Meas.)

Error in
Peak Pin
(SIMULATE-3 -0.1% +1.1% +0.5% + 0.4% -0.8% +1.3%
minus Meas.)

Average
Error in 1.9% ----- 2.2%---

1.4%---

Gd Pins

l

| T ABLE Il

basson Rate Distnbotsons m Babcock 8s b% icon Cores eth Combustion inginemng Pressurued Water Reactor LatV aa

core 18: 4.02% Enriched, Large water notes with 0 cd Ptns core 20: 4.02% Enriched, large Water Notes with 16 cd Pins

1.205 1.033 0.997 0.997 0.959 0.941 0.909 1.277 1.082 1.059 1.043 1.043 1.017 1.010
WAlft 1.217 1.031 0.998 0.984 0.966 0.946 0.923 WAf(R 1.294 1.087 1.061 1.056 1.046 1.035 1.030

*.012 ,002 +.001 +.013 +.007 . 005 *.014 +.017 . 005 +.002 +.013 *.003 +.018 *.020

1.076 1.021 1.012 1.010 0.982 0.946 0.912 1.110 1.011 1.059 1.075 1.034 0.9 73 0.9 79
1.079 1.031 1.025 1.012 0.981 0.949 0,919 1.114 0.999 1.060 1.077 1.036 0.959 0.999
+.003 +.010 +.013 *.002 .001 + 003 *.007 +.004 .012 .001 *.002 +.002 .014 c.020

1.065 1.228 1.203 1.043 0.957 0.928 *0.168* 1.238 1.268 1 . 0 73 *0.164* 0.954
1.0 79 1.218 1.204 1.039 0.957 0.917 *0.165* 1.208 1.283 1.045 *0.162* 0.938
*,014 .010 +.001 .004 *.000 .011 * .003* .030 . 015 .028 a. 002* .016

1.153 0.974 0.924 1.28* 0.972 0.999
1.176 0.965 0.912 1.263 0.952 0.994

007 .009 .012 .019 *.010 .005.

WATER WATER
1.170 0.970 0.909 1.250 1 1.045 0.999
1.162 0.954 0.900 1.275|1.046 1.008 -

.008 .016 .009 .002 .001 *.009

1.077 | 0.951
0.995 0.924 0.886 0.962 0.9 78
1.002 0.923 0. 58 3 1.085 1 0.972
+.007 .001 .003 * 008 | .011 .006|.

l
-

f*0.150* 0.900 |Measur ed 0.893 0.866 measured
)Sl% ATI 3 0.891 0.863 51*A Af f 3 -i*0.156' O.898 i :

- | * .002* .002 ;5-3 - meas. .002 .003 53 meas.

l

|0.93t0.833 a*nau.
1

0.841 * Gd Pin * i C.933
!*.0c2 ;* 00e ~~~~-

*Calcuested and measured distobuoans are normaineo io un tv m tu cwtief assembiv- 4;

i '
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LATE 3 were generated usmg single-assembly CASMO 3 9. K. S. SMITil et al., " SIMULATE-3 PWR Benchmark

calculations" of each assembly type. Reflector data for SIN 1- Report, Farley Unit II," STUDSVIK/SOA-8710, Studs-

ULATE-3 were generated usmg the CASMO-3 reflector op- sik of America (1987).

tion,u and cross sections were tabulated as functions of the 10. R. PERSSON, E. JOH ANSSON, "KRITZ Critical
boron concentranon, fuel temperature, and moderator tem- Experiments," Personal Communication (1987),
perature. In essence, the CASMO-3/SIMULAT E-3 modeb of
the IRW cores utihzed were the same as those used by the 11. L W. NEWh1AN, "Urania.Gadolinia: Nuclear Model

Des elopment and Critical Experiment Benchmark,"
Studssik code system to analyze power reactors. DOE /ET/34212-41, BAW-1810, Babcock & Wilcox

(1984).RESUL1S
SIMULATE-3 pin power distnbutions were computed for 12. N1. EDENIUS et al., "CASMO-3 A Fuel Assembly

Burnup Program," STUDSVIK/NFA-86/8, Studsvik ofeach of the sn ERW configurations m which pin.by-pm N er

datnbutions were measured. Comparisons of the S.. iU- America 0986).

LATE-3 results to the measured data are summarued in Ta-
ble I, and detailed pm power distributions are presented for
two of the cores m Tsble 11. These results demonstrate that 4, Analysis of Gadolinium Depletion Measure-
uncertainties in SIMULATE 3 pin powers are ~0.8% in ments with the TGBLA BWR Lattice Physics
assembbes without gadolinium and 1.3% m assembhes con- Method, Koichi Sakurada, Tomio Tan:awa a

tammg gadohnium. Peak power pins, as well as low-power Afunenari Yamamoto (NAIG-Japan), Ritsuo
gadohnium pms, are well predicted by SIMULATE-3. Yoshioka (Toshiba IEC-Japan), in vited

CONCLhlONS
I

The calculated pin power distributions in the IRW core
trradiation experiments of poison rods with high-concen-

provide direct evidence of the high accuracy of CASMO-3/ tration gadolina (up to 9 wt% Gd:0 ) have been performedSIMULATE 3 pin powers. Esen in the gadolinium cores, to obtain the benehmark data on the depletion of gadolinium
3

which hase checkerboard gadolinium loadmgs, pin powers are
sery accurately predteted, and similar accuracy is expected in isotopes with burnup and the radial distribution of gadolin-

other comphcated core loadmgs. It is aho significant that ium isotopes in the poison pellet. A detailed desenption of the

SIMULATE 3 is capable of retaining this accuracy in reactor expenmental procedure and results were reported in Ref.1.

configurations that hase complicated axialloadmgs and re- In the present study, the analyses of irradiation expert-
ments base been carried out usmg the bolhng water reactor

quire accurate three dimensional analysis. (BWR) fuel nuclear design code TGBLA (Ref. 2) to testify toSince the SIMULATE-3 pin power reconstruction meth-
od* utihzes a modulation of intranodal power distnbutions the validity of its methods,

with the CASMO-3 single-assembly (infinite lattice) power dis-
tnbutions, the high accuracy of the SIMULATE-3 pm powers EXPERIMENTAL DATA
aho imphes that CASMO-3 sery accurately prediets pin-by-pin g g
power distributions in all types of lattices, mcluding the C-E obtained from Ref.1. Three test assemblies were irradiated in
lattice and/or gadolinium.bearmg assemblies. the Halden BWR, each of which consists of 3 x 3 fuel rods

arranged in a square lattice cluster with a 16-mm rod pitch.
1. K. S. SMITH, D. h1. VerPLANCK, M. EDENIUS, The center rod is a Gd O poison rod, which is composed of2 3

"QPANDA: An Advanced Nodal Method for LWR two segments that have 6 and 9 wt% Gd 0 in UO pellets-3 2

Analyses," Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 50, 532 (1985)' Nondestruetne postirradiation exammations were per.

2. M. EDENIUS, K. S. SMITH, D. M. VerPLANCK, formed on the mass-spectrometry measurements of fuel

"Recent Deselopments in the MICBURN/CASMO/SIM- burnups, pellet aserage isotopic concentrations, and radial

ULATE LWR Analysis Paekage," presented at ANS distributions of gadohnium, uranium, plutomum, and neo-

Topt Mtg. Advances in Fuel Management, Pmehurst, dymium notopes in poison pellets.

North Carolina,1986.
N1FTHOD OF CALCULATIONS

3. M. EDENIUS, K. S. SM1 TH, D. M. VerPLANCK, "New Analyses of the irradiation experiments were performed
Data and Methods for CASMO and SIMULATE " ANS with the TGBLA code, which had been developed for the use
Topi. Mrg. Reactor Physics ar.d Safety, Saratoga Springs, of BWR lattice design calculations in a cooperative study
New York,1986. between Toshiba Corporation and General Electric Company.

4. K. S. SMITH, K. RmPE,, Testing and Applications of The TGBLA cross-section librar i consists of the THERMOS-
the QPANDA Nodai odel, Proc, Int. Mtg. Advances type 30 group hbrary and the GAM. type 68. group bbrary,
in Reactor Physics. M,nhematics, and Computation, both of shich are generated fram the ENDP/B-V file for the

t

Paris, France,1987, \ ol 11, p. 861 (1987). mam heavy nuclides and the JENDL 2 file for the fission

5. A. S. DiGIOVINE, D. G. N APOLITANO, "SIMU- product nuclides.
The treatment of the poison rod is especially important to

LATE 3 Pm Power Reconstruction and Comparison to calculational accuracy for BWR fucis with gadolinium-bearing
l'ine-Mesh PDQ," Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 54. 361 (1987L r ds. Each poisoned rod is divided into multiannular burn

6. A. S. DiGIOVINE et al, " SIMULATE 3 Pm Power regi ns t stimulate the " onion-skin, depletion of gaddnium
Reconstruction Apphed to Seabrook Station," Trans. N * P*' " ** * * I''# *'"' U " # # * * * "#"'

'4 m. Nuct, Soc" 55, 590 0 987)' tron spectrum calculations to account for the siraficant spa-

K. REMPE, K. SMITH," SIMULATE-3 Power Distribu- tial vanation of the thermal neutron spectrum mside poison
7

tions and Detector Response Modehng," Trans. Am. pellets.

Nucl. Soc, 54, 355 0 987).

8. A. S. DiGIOVINE et al., "C ASMO-3/ SIMULATE-3 A comparison was made between the calculational andBenchmarking Agamst McGuire Unit 2," Trans. Am
experunental results of the following quantities:N ml. Soc., 55, 591 (1987)

|
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CASMO 3: New Features, Benchrnarking,
and AdvOnced Applications

Malte Edenius
Studsvik of Arnerius. Inc. 1037 Scacun Sr., Suite 301. Newivn. Massachusetts U2139

1

and i

Ake Ahlin
StudwiA knertutekmk AB. S 61132 |nkopine, Sneden

Receis ed October I.?.1957
Accepted Februarv I2. I958

Abstruct -The CASMO code is un assembly spearum code that uses multigroup ontcyrul transport
theory with four thermal energy groups for the two-dimensional calculation. The latest sertion,
CASMO-3. contains several new features, specificaH u new data hbrary, mult bundle cupabihty.?
gauuna detector advulation flux discontinuityfactor edit, unti un option for generutiitg trortsport the.**

ory corrected buffle/ reflector dura. Extensive benchmarking, including comparisons agoonst cold. and
high-temperature critical experiments. Monte Carlo calculations, measured isotopics, and po wer reat-
tor carefollow, has verufled that occurate resuhs are obtained. The new muhibundle capabdity has
been usedfor studies ofinterassembly spectrum coupling andfor validation ofcore physics methods.

INTRODUCTION late 1960s. At that time, several general concepu and
the first data libraries were obtained from the devel.

iThe CASMO code is currently used by about 40 opment of the WIMS code at Winfrith. The cluster
utilitics worldwide as a tool incorporated with code code development and early LWR work were impor-
packages for reactor operating support, bundle and tant when a two dimensionalS theory module, SFINX4

core design, licensing, safety analysis, and scoping (Ref. 5), was put into an LWR assembly code ar Studs-
studies. It is also being used by fuel vendors, licensing vik in 1969-70.
authorities, consultants, and research laboratories. Although the early CASMO development bene.

This paper gives an overview of the CASMO de- fited from the cluster code and the first LWR assem-
velopment and specifically explains new features in the bly code, CASMO has retained only Carivik's integral
latest versiorf of the program, CASMO-3 (Ref.1). transport theory and the WIMS energy group bound..

aries of the data library. The S4 module was replaced
by a more accurate transmission probability module,

HISTORY OF CASMO DEVELOPMENT COXY (Ref. 6), in the mid 1970s and all other parts .
of the earlier code were replaced by new methods be-

One-dimensional integral transport theory methods, fore the first CASMO version' was released in 1976.
now used for pin cell homogenization in CASMO, The original CASMO data library: was based on

2were developed at Studsvik by Cartvik in the 1960s. ENDF/B llt. The CASMO code has since been used
These methods were incorporated into a heavy water for LWR assembly calculations without changes in
cluster code and a first generation light water reactor data c: methodology until the recent introduction of
(LWR) assembly code by Ahlin and Jonsson' in the CASMO.3.

_
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EARL _lER CASMO VERSIONS the number of energy groups, at 2. :cause of the m-
sensitivity of the method to mest size, the user always

Versions 1, i. and 2E of CASMO use the same obtains "well converged" results versus number of
physics model and data library, and they differ only energy groups and mesh size.
in the avuitabihty of more options in the later versions.
A flowchart of the calculational sequence is similar to THE N11CBURN GADOt.!NIUM
that et many other assembly codes. Only a few spe' DF.PLETION MODEL
citic featmcs ihr are of maior importunec for the
cualny and Desibility of the code are discussed below- For gadohnium depletion calculations, CASMO

uses the well. proven MICDURN methodology" to
TuwDimensionM hue.t:ru/ Transport TheorJ calculate the microscopic burnup within a pellet. It has

been demonsirated'2 that the deinils of the micro-Emly m the desetopmem of CASMO it on found
the dnfouon theory b inadequate foi the accuraev ue scopk burnuts are not needed for nonpoboned f uel

de ied in ihe two dimensional assembh calculation. pins but are ewential f or the cadolimum piny The
the S theory w.n found to be nupeiior to diffusion MICDURN methodology uses a " traditional"(imph-

4

theory but lew accurate than the collision probabihn f ed geometry where the gadohnmm pin cellis modeled

meihod used in EPRl-CPM (Ret. % w hien was desel; in greai dquil luith typieahy 20 to 30 radial depletion
oped by Studoil foi Eleetne Power Research Insutute. mne3 untun the pellet). but the surrounding ensiron.

The colhsion probabihn method has a disaJsantage in '"C* I' d"'PhhCd hY '''C"I"' h " II C' ' 0 "C-

heine sensune to mesh' site.'" Typieath 3 x 3 meshes D *C"Wh Ol M!CDURN comes hom the t.aet
per hin ed; are needed to obtain anurate resulk, and mat the uncaring of. output data n donc uni > for the

so,th computations require too estensise computer ie. fod peHet (nm for the whole om celh and that no
enewy condensanon is done m MICOURN. This re.sources to be used f or h rge solume production of few,
suits in gudolinium cronoection tables for CASMOpoop data,

The choiec for CASMO is the transmission prob. that are encotially mdependent ot the emironment,

ability COXY model,6 which we found to be superior eniMunent, teinperature, etc. Therefore, it is easy io

a the above. mentioned methods The COXY model
tabuhne the ef fective gadolinium etoss scetions, and

n more accurate''" than any of the other models but the e only needs to run MICRURN for new types

is still very computer efficient, of gadounium pcHets c.go a new annular design.

In COXY, the current due to transmission of neu. Thus, MICBURN serves two purposes. First,
MICHURN allows a more detailed depletion, shortertrons from one mesh boundary to another boundary

and to escape of neutrons from the inner part of the time steps, and more spatial detail, than what would

mesh is cateulated. Transmission and escape proba. be feasible if the detailed gadohmum depletion needed
to be redone within CASMO for each assembly depic.bilities are calculated esuelly for the homogencous

rectangular meshes but approximations are made for tion. Second, computer resources are saved because

the spatial and angular expansion of the currents and the detailed gadolimum depletion is done only once for

for the source distribution within the mesh. Because cach type of gadolinium rod.
The current MICDURN version, MICBURN.3COXY accounts for a linear variation of the flux

within cach mesh, the resuhs are extremely insensitive (Ref.13), differs from earlier versions only m added
-

to the mesh size. llexibility, c.g., microscopie depletion calculations on
fuct without gadolinium to determine the radial power
and exposure distribution within the pellet. The MIC.

four Two-Dimensionul Thermal Energy Groups BURN 3 code also handles gadolimum m annular pel-
The thermal spectrum in an LWR assembly with lets and other types of burnable poison rods (BPRs),

water gaps or water holes and with absorber rods e.g., rhodium detcetors, etc.
varies drastically for different locations within the as- The MICBURN-3Z version" allows the analysis
sembly. We therefore found it necessary to use several of grey gadolinium rods consisting of Gd 0 -UO pel.3 2 2

thermal energy groups in the two-dimensional calcu. iets mixed with regular UO pellets. This calculation2

lation. The CASMO code allows more energy groups, is done in r-z geometry.
but four thermal and three epithermal groups were it is important for a proper gadolinium depletion
found to be adequate for all fuel types existing today. that the complete gadolinium chain from "4Gd to
he use of a smaller number of energy groups would, *Gd be included. (There are also small contributions
however, result in a loss of accuracy in the calculated from U2Gd and *Gd.) Before the development of
ower next to water holes or absorbers due to the MICBURN, CASMO was frequently used with gado-

-rapid change of spectrum in the vicinity of the hetero. linium data generated from a Monte Carlo pro-
geneities. gram," FOBUS, which today is not recommended

With the computational speed achieved by COXY, because it lacks the proper depletion chains. The
here is no reason to g;ve up accuracy by decreasing Monte Carlo methodology also has the disadvantage

I
CLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGtNEERiNC VOL 100 NOV.1988
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Gamma Detector Calculationof very long running times ano statistic uncertainties-

that are avoided with MICBURN' Gamma sensitive detectors are used today in both
BWRs and PWRs. The CASMO4 code generates the
g mma detector response by use of a 10 or 18-group

CASMO4E gamma transport calculation that is cartied out with
the same transmission probability routine as is used

Some additional features of CASMO 2E, all of "'# """"*"#* #" ' P"'"""""'"
which are retained in C ASMO4, are discussed below. port calculations can be performed for the prompt and

Macroscopic and microscopic cross secuons can delayed gamma sources. The method is similar to that
be edited for use m fine-mesh PDQ core calculations, developed * for CASMO-1 and CPM except for the2

The CASMO code also contains a two dimensional use of COXY instead of CPM for the two-dimensional
dilfusion theory module that is used to verify whether calculation.
fen vioup diffusion theory reproduces the accurate
multiproup transport theory results. An iterative tech- gjyy gjwy,yj,,yj7y ggym
maue allows cross sections to be changed in the diff u-
sion theory calculation until apeement is achiesed and For the past few years, significant progress has
the cross section correction factors, called G. factors in heen made in the development of two group nodal

PDQ, are edited" by CASMO. codes, c 9., the QPANDA model '" used in Studs.2

The flexibility of CASMO is demonutated by the sikN SIMULATE 4,243' with a theoretteal model that

fuel 8torage rack capability, which allows estra slab does nat require normalizations against higher order

regions around the bundle for rack criticality stud. calculaacns or measurements. The SIMULATE 3
iew'' The determirustie transport method in C ASMO code um flux discontinuity factors for bundic surfaces

ha> 3escrat adsantages compared to more conventional to predict correct net currents between bundles. The
Monte Carlo calculations for criticality studies. Com. CASMO4 code calculates the two stoup Dux discon.

puter and manpower requirements are drastically tinuity tactors for each surface ir. both single and
reduced. and sensitivity studies for dimensional or multibundle calculations,

material variations are easily done without disturbing
statistical uncertainties."' ReJ7ector Calculations

The auxiliary MOVEROD allows burnt fuct pins Furthermore, the new advanced nodal codes tise
to be shufded withm a bundle or moved from one expl cit reflector representation instead of albedos,
bundle to another. This requires a consistent method for the calculation

of homogenized two-group baffic/ reflector data. In
CASMO 3, a model was developed that generates few-

NEW FEATURES IN CASMO.3 group cross sections for bafne and renector water, as
.

well as for any homogenized bafue/ reflector region."
New Data Liorar/ The use of Oux discontinuity factors on the reflector

One important change in CASMO 3 is the new boundaries preserves CASMO's multigroup transport

data library,'' which contains cross section data based theory leakage u ;.eu the two group cross-section data
are used in core calculations,on ENDF/B-IV and V in 70 energy groups. A con.

densed 40. group library is normally used for produc. The CASMO-3 code also generates four-group

tion calculations, because it saves come computer time rc0ector data including four-group discontinuity fac-

without any loss of accuracy (unless the user, for very tors for use in PDQ or other diffusion theory codes.

special applications, needs the more detailed 70-group The same modelis used for generation of axial reDec-
for data.spectrum).

New Fuel DesignsMaltibundle Capability

Earlier CASMO versions were limited to single. The CASMO 3 code can handle all existing 1.WR

bundle calculations, which are adequate for most types bundle designs, including SVEA (or Quad +) and 9 x

of few-group cross section generation. There are, how- 9 BWR bundles with large square shaped or annular

ever, certain investigations that require a larger geom- water rods, hybrid conuol blades containing both
boron carbide (B C) and zones, boron-coated fuel

etry, and CASMO-3 was therefore extended to treat 4

2 x 2 boiling water reactor (BWR) bt ndles or a pres- pellets, etc.

surized water reactor (PWR) color sets (four quarter
.

bundles). Mirror, rotational, and periodic bour'dary BENCHMARKING
conditions can be used, and the input allows easy shuf-
fling of burnt bundles between both single- and multi- The new data library and modi 0 cations in the ;

I

bundle CASMO runs. CASMO4 model have necessitated extensive new

NUCtJAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING VOL 800 NOV.1988
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4

benchmarking.N8 The wide range of critical experi. It is essential that the critical benchmarks include
ments covered we e (a) pin cell lattices, (b) BWR lat- this wide variety of lattices and the hot temperature
tices with and without absorbers, (c) PWR lattices with criticals, namely, the KRITZ experiments up to 245*C.
small and large water hoics and absorbers, and (d) This permits verification of both data and methodol-
storage rack configurations with large water gaps, egy, including the two-dimensional transport theory

The parameters that were compared to measured model and absorber calculations.
data include Calculated k,u values" (Table !) show no trend

versus any of the investigated parameter.s. The k,.y
1. Am versus temperature, NU enrichment, plu- statistical result (w hich is frequently qucted in pin ecil

sonium concentration, water-to-fuel ratio, boron code benchmarks) for the cald pin cell lattices, includ-
concentration, leakage, water gap Ihickness, ing ESADA MO: cores. is k,y - 1.0002 :: 0.0010. r
gadolinium. ILC, silver. indium-cadmium, and more stringem test ol' an assembly codei accurue)
cruciform control rod absorpion needs to incluoc hot temperature cores and assemblies

;

with and without absorbere.. For all calculated cores ,

2. fission rate distributions in UWR and PWR (37 cases). CASMO-3 predicted k,.n = - 1.0004 1 |
assemblies ut hot temperatures with and with- DE.)l l . i

out absorbers. The root mean. square (rms) error in calculuted I

|

TAllLE 1
CASMO 3 Calculated % for Cruien

|

%r
,

Core j Cold Hot

Pin ecli cores
BAPL T6 1.31% enriched 1.0013- ...

KRITZ 1 1.35 0.9987 0.9988
KRITZ 2,1 1.9 V / V = 1.2 1.0000 1.0007f
KRITZ-2.13 f.9 V,,,/ V = 1.7 0.9989 0.9990f
B&W B20 2.46 1.0008 ---

EST D A.I 2.0% PuO: (D e *Pu) 0.W9J ---

ESA D A-20 2.0% PuO (24% *Pu) 1.0008 ---2

KRIT2-3 PWR cores
U.WHI Small water holes 0.9988 0.9993
U.CRI Silver. indium. cadmium control rods 1.0003 0.9988
L4 WH 2 t.arge water holes 1.0003 1.0002

- U.CR2 Large t! C control rods 0.9997 0.99954

KRITZ-4 BWR cores
Wide gap at core center

2.1 No gadolinium 1.0006 ---

2.2 No gadolinium, with control rod 1.0002 ---

2.5 Seven gadolinium rods / bundle 1.0001 ---

Narrow gap at core center
3.1 No gadoliniurn

_
l.0010 1.0016

3.2 Five gadolinium rods / bundle 1.0016 l.0015
3.5- Three gadolinium rods / bundle 1.0018 1.0015

Che:ker board loading
'4.1 No gadolinium-five gadolinium bundles 1.0007 1.0004
4.2 No gadolmium-three gadolinium bundles 1.0013 ---

All gadolinium bundles
5.1 Three g,dolinium rods / bundle 1.0003 0.9993-

Storage rack condgurations
B&W I No gap,0 ppm B 1.0003 ---

* B&W !! No gap,1037 ppm B 1.0015 ---

B&W !!! 1.63.cm gap 1.0029 ---

B&W X 4.89.cm gap 1.0024 ---

B&WIX 6.52 cm gap !.0004 ---

NUCt. EAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERINO YOL.100 NOV.1988
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fission rate distributions is -1%, i.e., the same as the triggered reconnection experiment (TRX) and Bettis

experimental uncertainty, for both PWR and BWR
Atomte Power Laboratory pin cell benchmarks are

~

assemblies with and without gadolinium. Figures I and hsted in Table !!I. These experiments are simple, cold

2 show results for a BWR assembly with five gadolin- uniform pin celllattices without the heterogeneity and

ium rods and for a Combustion Engineenng assembly compleuty of th: KRITZ critical experiments. They do,

with large water holes, in total, some ten different
however, provide more details on individual reaction
rates, and they are used widely for benchmarking of

high temperature fission rate distributions were ana- rin cell codes. We therefore in:luded these experimentslyzed and no trend could be observed for pins around in the CASMO 3 benchmarking, and the agreementwater holes, along water gaps. in corner posinons, in
between CASMO 3 and measurements is excellent.gadolinium rods or around absorbers, Tab!e til also shows results for two numeri:Other data used (cr benchmarking indude (a)

Helhtrand's resonance integral and Dopplei coetricient benchmark problems. NB 1 and NB-4, provided by

U. (b) en hermal to the mal re- Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The CASMO 3 re-S nmeasurements for sults are here compared to Monte Carlo results" udng
action rate ratios, (c) numetie benehmarks with Mome
Cnria calculations. (a) uramum and plutonium iso- SAM-CE and PN KENO with ENDF/B-V cross see-
toples in burnt fuci, and (c) BWR and PWR caic fol.

tions Calculated k.,4 salues also agree well between
CASMO-3 and Monte Carlo with CASMO giung k,,y

law using CASMO-3 cross sections. The tesanance
equal to ! 1454 and 1.3399 and Monte Carlo 1.1471 :integrub and Doppler coelficients shown in Table !! 0.0014 and 1.34 4 - 0.0026 for NS-1 and NB 4, re-

all agree well within the experimental uneet tannies
Epitheimal-to. thermal reacuan rate ratios f or the >pecuvely .

'

I -
'

I i
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Fy 1. Ranos 01 calculated-to mcasured fhsion rates in a 14 x la PWR assembly with large water holes. The rms is

0.010.
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Fig. 2. Ratios of calculated-to measured fission rates in an 8 x 8 BWR with gadolinium. Ratios are shown for all pins
in which measurements wete performed. The rms is 0.014,
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TABLE 11
. _ , .

I Comparisons to Dpetimental "U Resonance integrals2

Resonance Integra! Doppler Coefficient
i'ellet

Radius Es petirnent C)/ Experiment - 1 Experiment C3/Experirnent - 1

Fuel km) (b) 8r ) *103 (%)e

_

UO: 0.40 23.7 + 0.1 0.82 + 0.6

0.52 21.4 - 0.4 0.76 + 3.5

0 60 18.4 4 .4 0.70 -2I

1.04 16 S e0 0.67 -02
'

1.60 14.6 -08 0.6J -0 V
t

l'ramum metal 0 30 16.6 -42 0.62 +48
,

t 00 13.0 -l u 0.56 -48
|

TABLE 111

Summary of Reaction Rate Coinparisons

t.:.I1iec e d' b:? | h: | C" l .. . .

Experiment

TRX.I 1.320 0.099 0.095 } 0.797 ---

TRX.2 0 637 0.061 0.069 0.647 ---*

T6 1.39 0.084 0.078 --- ---

T7 1. I 2 0.06P 0.070 --- ---

T8 0.906 0.052 0.057 --- ---

N B. I 1.363 0.080 0 072 0.798 1.1471

Ntb4 2.654 0.159 0 052 0.549 1.3424

(C3/ Experiment - 1) * 100

TRXl 0.4 (1.6)' l.0(1.0) 4.5 (4.3) -1.8(1,0) ---

TRX.2 -0.4 (1.9) 0.0 (1.3) 2.0 (5.0) -2.0 (0.9) ---

T6 -0.7 (0.7) 0.1 (2.4) -0.5 (5.1) --- ---

T7 2.9 (0.9) 1.0 (l .5) -4.4 (5.7) --- -

T8 0.0 (1,1, 1.5 (1.9) -3.7 (5.3) -- ---

N B.1 -1.5 (0.6) 2.2 (1.1) 1.9 (0.6) - l .t> 10.4) - 0.15 (0.14)

NB.4 0.8 (0.6) -0.1 (0.6) 3.0 (0.8) -l .3 (0.4) - 0.19 (0.26)

' Epithermal.to-thermal mU capture.

'"pithermal to.therrnal DSU fission.*E
U to WU fission.

'"8U capture to SU fission. '

'Here, to e.sperimental uncettainties are shown in parentheses.

Comparisons against Yankee Rowe isotopics four cycles in a PWR as calculated by CASMO-3/28

data are also within the experimental uncertainty. Fig- S!MULATE-3. Cycles I and 4 contain a large number

~ ute 3 shows the calculated and measured *Pu to of BPRs in the fresh fuel. Cycle 2 did not contain
SU atomic number density ratio versus butaup, and BPRs and cycle 3 has BPRs inserted in both fresh and

Fig. 4 shows all plutonium isotopes, burnt assemblies. Cycle lengths varied from 10 to 16
Figures 5 and 6 display boron letdown curves for mwd /t and core average exposure goes from 0 to 25
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l'ig. 5. Calculated and measured boren tetdown curves

Fig. 3. Compaiison betiiecn calculated and measured h" 'W I and 2I''Pu to "U stomic ratio versus burnup,

1 *Pu 1500
10 _,

j
'

' SIMULATv3_ _ ,,,, $Pu *
. ,

* Cycle 3 (Measuredi
. ~'-' ""Ti , p ; 1000;

.

10' s,*

/ g "' c" Ng .v, , Cycle 4 (Measuredi
j,,;

'" Pu { %,\ .

[f[
*,

.:p s.
f10 ,/0 .

K'\8 )* :* td 500]
h i h10 * ' .[ \~

- - i

1" 0 --
0 10 12 14 4:

4 8 1'2 1'O 20 2'4 28 32 Durnup (GWd/ tonne UI
Burnup (mwd /kg Ul

Fig. 6. Calculated and rneasured boron letdown curves
flg. 4. Comparison between calculated and measured I*' CYCI'8 3 ""d 4'plutonium conecntrations versus burnup.

explicit thin ring around the fuel. The coating on the
mwd /kg. No trend in boron (k,g) versus burnup ca i utside of the pellet is a grey absorber located in a rel-
be noticed atively steep flux gradient, and a recent , study with

Improvements in CASMO-3 cornpared to earlier CASMO demonstrated that tbe beginnmg of life
CASMO versions are noticed in the calculated moder. boron worth and the boron depiction rate are over-
ator temperatbre end Doppler coefficients, the leakage, predicted by 3% if the boron is smeared into the can.
plutonium isotopic ccncentrations, and k'# versus ning, and smearing into the fuel leads to serious
D"*" E' underprediction of the worth. This study clearly dem-

onstrated the need to model the coating as an explicit

EXAMPLES OF SPECIAL APPLICATIONS region in both the transport and burnup calculatinn as
is done in CASMO-3.

Boron Coated Fuel
Gamrna and Trauung In< ore Probe

Fuel pe!! cts coated with boron as an integral burn. NN##"I#' # 0 Nable absorber is a new concept for PWRs. The
CASMO code has the flexibility to model the boron It is comrnon to neglect the perturbation of the
smeared into the fuel, or into the canning, or as an detector and its surrounding tubes in DWR analyses.

o..-. .acc nrn wn mnmmemn vnt.. Im Nov.19as

fiAY 7 '91 8 50 617 965 7549 PAGE.009
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This is done because only 25% of the assembi'es are analysis. It is, however, easy for the user to include the
located adjacent to a detector tube and the asamblies detector in the CASMO runs if desired.
are shufned between every cycle making it a 'ormld.
able task to account in detail for the deterior pet. Multibundle Calculations
turbation. The CASMO code can, however catculate
detector responses with or without the detector pres. Most CASMO calculations are single-bundle de-
ent in the calculation. pletions with branch calculations for temperature.

Table IV comparcs CASMO calculations with unu boron and void coefficients, and for control tods, etc.,
without the detretor situcture material included m the at various burnups for generation of complete inputs
model. The samma travelhsg in. core probe (TIP) re- to core calculations. Such CASMO runs are made on l

sponse increased by 3.3 and 2.8Fo at 0 and 70% soid. u routine basis in one or several executions at the user's !

tespectively, while the ;"U fission rate in the detector option,
decreased by 19.3 and 20.5% f or the two ioh.' fine. The 2 x 2 flWR option is useful, e.g., for model.
tions. The void dependence viven in the last conmn ing a mistonded (rotated) bundle in a BWR loading,
differs, however, by only 2.4 and -1 p's to 'he and the PWR color set option allows accurate model-
gamma and ;"U detectors, iespectively. In most ap. ing of, for example, c'esigns with gadohnium rods on
plications, this is un accepinble crror that sintplitie. the the periphery of the bundle, where regular boundary

TAllLE IV
Camma and ;"U lil' 1:esponses With and Whhout Esnhcit Representation of the Detector

0 % Vold 70% Void V70/VO

Mocel 2"U Gamma 3"U Gamma *U Camma

No detector 0.334 0.327 0.309 0.378 0.925 1.135

Explicit detector 0.266 0.345 0.245 0.389 0.916 1.127

Diffe.ential (%) - 19.3 +).4 ~ 20. $ +2.8 - 1.0 -2.4
__

TABLEV
CASMO 3/ SIMULATE.) Comparison for a First Cycle Depletion of 2 x 2 BWR Segments

4 ,,, Power Distribution
Exposure

(mwd /Lg) CASMO 3 SIMULATE.3 CASMO.) SIMULATE.1
__

0 0.9850 0.9891 0.954 1.022 0.961 1.020

1.022 1.003 1.020 1.003

2 1.0099 1.0098 0.937 1.028 0.927 1.028

1.028 1.008 1.028 1.017

4 1.0361 1.0362 0.877 1.042 0.875 1.041
'

l.042 1.038 1.041 1.04)

7 1.0676 1.0669 0.804 1.059 0.809 1.057

1.059 1.078 1.0$7 1.077

10 1.0519 1.0541 0.786 1.063 0,794 1.061

1.063 1.088 1.061 1.084

12.5 1.0280 1.0287 0.792 1.061 0.797 1.060

1.061 1.086 1.060 1.083
- . .

Segment configuration (enriched / gadolinium rods) 1.1/0 2.5/7
40% void in ait segments
No control rods 2.5/7 2.5/7

,
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~ conditions in a single bundle calculation would gise be reproduced in core calculations using advanced
erroneous results. Furthermore, several studies have nodal codes like SIMULATE 4.
been carried out on 2 x 2 DWR configurations as well The four bundle capability in CASMO.3 enn be
as PWR color sets for comparisons to single-bundle used for generation of few. group cross sections, dis-

calculanons and to PDQ or SIMULATC.3 Two eu centinuity factors, detector constants, etc. It is also an
ampics are shown below, cacellent tool for testing nodal and fine. mesh calcula-

As an esample. Table Y shows a comparison be- twnal models.
tween C ASMO.3 and SIMULATE 3 for a 2 x 2 UWR
dep!ction of a first cycle with islands of low enriched RUEWES
bundles surrounded by high enriched assembhes with
heavy radolinium loadmg (sesen rods containing 4% 1. M. EDENIUS and A. AHLIN. "CASMO4 User %
G d ,0 ). It can be seen that SIMULATE 3, which Manual." ST UDSVlW/NFA46/7, Studnik (196M

3

used cross sections and discontinuity f actors gener-
ated in single bundle CASMOs. is able to reproduce 2 1, C ARLYlK. " A Memod for Caleulanng Cchon
C ASMOi 4 and power distribution despite the very Probabitiiies in General Cs tindrical Geometry, ' AC.27W

|argc flus pe>Jients that are present in this fairly eb P6Si, Studs L H%7)

treme case.
3 A. AHLIN and A JONSSON,5tuduik. Ptn.ne Co*T.ible Yi shows results for a color set at beginning
"*"'"U "(N"*of cycle m an imtial PWR core with large mismatch in

cnrichment and DPR loading. The CASMO.) code oLR ASK DY lt J. FAYERS, and P. B. Af M
piouda a reference solution from the multigroup SHELL,4 Dr Nml, Cncen 50< . 5,164 H96N

~
transport theory calculation (COXY). Comparisons
ntc then rnade to the fme mesh diffusion theory solu- $. R. ST AMMLER, *Two Dimenuonal S'., Calcutanuin,

tion (DIXY). also obtained within CASMO 3. The I AEA Sunn. Ar.al>ucal Methods in the Nuclear l'ud Cycle.
DIXY solution is m this nonburnup apphcMion iden- Vienna. Austna. Nmember > December 3.1971.

tical to PDQ. The results show that a fine. mesh PDQ
..

calculation in this cat.c overpredicts the power in the 6. H. HXGCBLOM. A. AHLIN, and I. N AK AMUR A,

BPR bundles by 2% and underpredicts the power in Nucl. So. Eno, 56, 411 (1975 L

the high entlened Sundle by 3%. The G factors were 7. A. AHLIN. M EDENIUS, and H. H AGGitLOM.
used in DIXY to generate the correct absorption rate A O, A Fud Assembb flurnup ProgramJ AE.RF-
in the BPRs, t,r:d this example demonstrates that the ".,,6-4158, Studsnk (1976h
use of G. factors does not necessarily result in accurate
power distributions in PDQ models- 8. M. EDENIUS, K. EKBERG, and H. H AGGBLOM.

"CASMO, The Data Library," STUDSVIK/K2-81/491.

CONCLUSIONS
9. A. AHLIN and M. EDENIUS, The Co# won Prohalu/.

The CASMO-3 benchmarking demonstrates the ity Module EPR/-CPM, Part 11 Chap 6, EPRt.CCM 1,
Electric Power Research Insutute (1978).high level of accuracy that is achieved with the new

nuclear data and multigroup transport theory, New & EDENIUS, Trans. Ant Nud Sur., E W HR
capabihties, like the generation of discontinuity factors
and reGector data, allow the accuracy of CASMO to i t. A. AHLIN and M. EDENIUS Train. Am. Nuet. Soc.,

41, $94 (1982).

12. M. EDENIUS. Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 26, 602(1977).

13. M. EDENIUS, A. AHLIN, and C. GRAGG, "MIC-
COXY/DlXY (CASMO.3/PDQ) Comparison ilURN 3, Microscopic Hornupin Burnable Absorber Rods,"

for PWR Color Ser STUDSVtK/Nt'A-86/26. Studsvik (1986),
_

k ,,f Power Distribuuon 14. C. GRAGG, "MICDURN 3Z Microscopic Burnup,
Radially and Axially, m Burnable Absorber Rods," STUDS.

COXY DIXY CCXY DIXY VIK/NFA 86/27, Studsvik (1966).

1.0287 1.0306 0.6SO 0.877 0.884 0.895 15. G. FREDIN, "FODUS." Internal Report, AB Atom.
0.677 1.364 0.895 1.323

energi, Studsvik (1969).

Segment configuration (enriched /hPRsb l.6/0 2 4/14
16 A. AHLIN and M. EDENIUS. Trans. Am Nucl. Soc.,2.4/24 3.1/0
41, 61I (1982).
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